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ABSTRACT.The behavior of a laser diode is affeeted by an inerease of temperatnre within its
volume during operation, whieh is determined by the value of the thermal resistan ce of the de-
vice. In this paper the dependen ce of this magnitude on different deviee parameters is ealculated
for a double heterostrueture separate eonfinement stripe geometry GaAsj AlGaAs lasers. For this
purpose the heat eonduetion equation was solved. The boundary eonditions for this problem were
derived taken into aeeount different meehanisms of heat extraetion from the laser volnme and by
eomparing the eontribution of possible heat sourees. A detailed study of the infiuenee of these
parameters 00 the thermal resistance value wcre marle. The experimental measured value oC the
therma! resistanee is presented too, for laser diodes of the same strueture for whieh the ealculations
were made. The struetures were grown by means of the low temperature ¡¡quid phase epitaxy teeh.
nique. The low therma! resistanee valnes measured shows the possibilities of this growth method
in the performance of AIGaAs lasers with good thermal stability.

RESUMEN. La operación de un láser semiconductor se ve afectada por un incremento de la tem-
peratura en su interior durante su funcionamiento, el cual está determinado por el valor de su
resistencia térmica R. En el presente artículo, se calcula la dependencia de esta magnitud de
diferentes parámetros del dispositivo en lásercs semiconductores de doble heterojuntura y confi-
namiento separado de portadores y fotones con base en el sistema GaAs/ AlGaAs con contacto de
franja. Se realiza un estudio detallado de la influencia de estos parámetros sobre el valor de R.
Para ello se resolvió la ecuación de la conducción del calor, enyas condiciones de frontera fueron
derivadas considerando los diferentes mecanismos de disipación del calor y comparando la con-
tribución de las diferentes fuentes de calor en el interior de la estructura. Se presentan además
mediciones experimentales de R en diodos láser de la misma estructura para la cual se realizaron
los eálcnlos. Las estrnetnras fneron crecidas mediante epitaxia de la fase Iíqnida a bajas tempe-
raturas. El bajo valor medido para R demuestra las posibilidades de este método de crecimiento
para obtener láseres con buena estabilidad térmica.

PACS: 68.55.Df; 73.40.l(p; 85.60.Jb

1. INTROOUCTION

The behavior of a laser diode (LO) is affected by an inerease of the temperature within
its volume during operation, mainly due to nonradiative reeombination proeesses as well
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as reabsorption of the generated radiation and Joule heating [lJ. This temperature in-
crease influences adversely on emission, reliability and the operating characteristics of the
laser [2-10]. Therefore, an intense elfort has been devoted to LO's thermal properties
analyses [1,11-21]. In this work we make a comparison between the dilferent mechanisms
of heat extraction from the LO volume and the contribution of all the distributed heat
sources within the laser structure are calculated for a typical double heterostructure (OH)
separate confinement (Se) stripe geometry GaAs/ AIGaAs laser described in Refs. 122,23].
On the basis of these analyses the boundary conditions of the heat conduction equation are
derived. This equation was solved assuming steady state conditions in order to evaluate
the thermal resistance of the device R and hence the temperature increase within the laser
for a given excitation current. The values of R are calculated along the lateral direction of
the active regio n of the laser and its dependence on dilferent parameters is discussed. We
also present the experimental measured value of R for LO samples of the same structure
sketched in the theoretical model. The laser structures were grown by means of the low
temperature (LT) liquid phase epitaxy (LPE) technique. The possibilities of this tech-
nique to perform low threshold AlGaAs lasers were demonstrated elsewhere [23]' where a
threshold current density of 190 A/cm2 was achieved. The actual state of knowledge in
the thermal properties of laser diode devices is reviewed also.

2. HEAT SINKING ANALYSES

The main mechanisms of heat extraction from the laser diode volume are the radiation,
the natural convection and the conduction. The rate at which the heat f10w generated by
a body due to an increase 6T in the temperature within its volume is evacuated may be
expressed as [24]

q"d = an,T.6T = o,.d6T, (1)

qconv = frconvti.T (2)
and

a
qcond = DS6T = °cond6T, (3)

for radiation, convection and conduction, respectively. Here S represents the whole sur-
face area of the body, D its thickness, T. is the ambient temperature, a is the thermal
conductivity, ab is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, , is the mataerial emissivity and 0conv

is a constant approximately of the order 10-3 W/cm21( for most materials [24].
For GaAs, a is 0.45 W/cm21( [251 and , is 0.7 [261. For a typical LO 100 ¡Lm thick,

whose width and length are 200 1,m and 500 11In, respectively, the proportionality factors
are of the following orders: O,.d = 10-4 W/cm21(, 0conv = 10-3 W/cm21( and 0cond =
102 Wjcm2 K.
Therefore, the most efficient mechanism of heat extraction is the conduction, which

takes place throngh the bonding wire and the heat sink. The fonner is negligible becanse
the active region is usually placed very close to the heat sink with higher thermal conduc-
tivity, greater surface area and volnme than those of the LO. This leads to the fact that
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TABLEI. Description oC the laser structure studied. The Al composition iu the active layer varied
Cromone structure to another, depending on the Al conteut in the barriers. The heat densities
showed are typical calculated values. For this stmcture the stripe width is 112 ¡lm and the cav-
ity length 800 ¡lm. The typical operation parameters are: Threshold current: 300 mA. Juuction
Voltage: 1.6 V. Internal Quantum Efficiency oC Spontaneous Emissiou: 0.55. Differeutial Quan-
tum Efficiency: 0.5. Internal Quantum Efficiency: 1. The lasers were commonly operated in pulsed
regime at 300 mA current under 2.4 V Corwardbias.

Main heat Heat density Layer Thermal
Layer Description generated thickness Conductivity

SDurce Wjcm3KWm-3 I,m

AuGe Ohmic Contact Joule Heat 4.76 x 10' 1.0 150
Joule Heat and

n-GaAs Substrate reabsorption oC 1.85 x 108 100.0 44
radiation

Joule Heat and
n-GaAs Buffer reabsorptiou oC 9.28 x 10.2 2.0 44

radiation

n-Alo.,Gao.3As Cap Joule Heat 6.82 x 108 1.2 12.9

n-Al.Ga._.As Darrier Joule Heat 7.49 x 1010 0.135 11.87
Joule Heat,

reabsorption oC
Al,Ga._,As Active radiation and non 2.05 x 1014 0.030 17.49

radiative
recombination

p-Al.Gal_.As Barrier Joule Heat 7.49 x 1010 0.135 11.87

p-Alo.,Gao.3As Cap Joule Heat 1.59 x lO" 0.6 12.9

Joule Heat aud
p-GaAs Contact reabsorption of 9.28 x 1012 0.3 44

radiation

AuZn Ohmic Contact Joule Heat 5.0 x 10' 1.0 150

almost aH the heat is removed directly to the sink. A more detailed comparison between
both mechanisms is made in Reí. [27], where we arrived to the conc!usion, that nearly the
96% oC the total dissipated power is extracled Crom the LO through the heal sink.

3. HEAT SOURCES

The distribution oC heat sources in a semiconductor laser depends upon lhe conversion
e¡¡¡ciency oC the energies oC the electrie amI light radialion fields into heat energy and
upon the way how lhese energies are transCormed. In Refs. p, 181 the main heal sources
(non-radiative recomhinalion, reabsorhtion oC radiation, radiative heat transCer and Joule
heating) are described and the expressions that permit the ealculation oC their eontri-
hutions are given. In Table I we present lhe results oC our ealculalions based on lhis
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FIGUHE 1. Model for calculations.

formalism for the LO structure represented schematically in Fig. 1, where the heat power
densities generated in each layer of the structure are listed. Oetails of calculations are
given in Ref. [271. As we can see, the major contribution is located in the active zone of
the device and is mainly due to non-radiative recombination of carriers, rcabsorption of
the generated radiation amI Joule heating. Therefore, this heat source can be considered
as aplanar stripe embedded at the center of the active region, as was considered by Joyce
and Oixon in Ref. [12].

4. BOUNDARYCONDITIONS

Neglecting the mechanisms of radiation, convection and the conduction through the bond-
ing wire, the following conditions are valid (see Fig. 1):

1. No heat f10w through the facets:

[)TI
(J - = O.
D.f facets

(4)

2. No heat f10w through the upper surface:

(J _[)TI = o.
ay upp<,rsurfa.ce

(5)
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3. Due to the high value ofthe heat sink (HS) thermal conductivity and its dimensions, it
may be treated as an infinite medium and its temperature at the external surface becomes
the ambient temperature:

(6)

4. The high carrier concentrations present in the laser structure lead us to consider that
the thermal conductivity is temperature independent in the range of interest near T. and
then both, the heat flow and the temperature are continuous at the interfaces between the
laser layers; therefore

&T
(j- and Tare continuous at the interfaces.ay (7)

Nevertheless, in the layers adjacent to the source, the combined flow per unit area
coming from both sides is the heat generation rate Q expressed as [121

5. MODEL AND SOLUTION

A A-- < x <-2 2
(8)

As it has been proposed in Re£. [121the heat flow can be considered two dimensional and
the Laplace equation,

(9)

with the properly boundary conditions permits the calculation of the temperature T;(x, y)
within the i-th layer with thickness ti and thermal conductivity (ji (Fig. 1). This calcula-
tion leads to the temperature profile:

00

Ti (:r, y) = (3i,O + L: (3i,,,(cosh(k,,y) - Í'i," sinh(k"y)) cos(k"y).
n=l

On the other hand, the thennal resistance is dcfincd as:

Ti(X, y)
Ri(x, y) = QLA .

(10)

(11)
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The different parameters l3i.O, l3i.", I'i,,, and k" are found from the boundary conditions to
be

and

k _ 27Tn
n - B'

I'2,a" = tanh(k"t2a),

I'2b-I,,, = coth(k"t2b_¡)'

(12)

(13)

(14)

The subindices 2a and 2b - 1 denotes the outermost structure layers as can be seen
from Fig. 1. From the l' values of these layers following an iterative procedure we get:

tanh(k"ti) + U~+2I'i+2,"
1'¡ '1 = (7' I •

, 1+ =.? tanh(k"t¡)I'i+2"
(Ji '

From the innermost coefficient,

13 -13 _ 4Q sin(k"A/2)
1,'1 - 2,n - Bk2 '

'11 O"ll'l,n + 0"21'2,n

which is obtained frorn Ec¡. (8), one arrives to

13. -13. coth(k"ti) - I'i,"
0+2," - O," I (k) .col 1 "utí - 1'i+2,n

The temperature TI (x, O) across the active regio n 1 is

00

TI (x, O) = 131,0+ :L l3i,,, cos(k"x),
n::;l

where [27]

A ( tI t3 t2b-1 )131,0= -Q - + - + ... + -- .
B al a3 a2b-l

(15 )

( 16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

The mean thermal resistance ti of the <levice can be ealculated by integration of the
total resistanee in the whole strueture volurne. For this magnitude we have obtained

where

4 2a 00 13.
ti = LA2y :L :Ldi3 sin(k"A/2)sinh(k"Y/2)Zj,'"

j=2b-l n=O n

Zj,n = eosh(k" y' /2) :1: I'j." sinh(k" y' /2),

y' = t2&_1 - IZa amI }' = t2b-1 + t2a.

(20)

(21)

(22)
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FIGURE 2. Calculated therma! resistance along the lateral direction of the active layer, for two
ditrerent montage configurations of the device onto the heat-sink. The mean values of the thermal
resistan ce are also shown for both cases.

The sign (+) stands for the montage configuration with the n side of the stcucture down to
the HS (p-side up configuratiou) and the minus sign (-) for the p-side down configuration.
This formula demonstrates that this magnitude has a lower value for a device mounted
p-side down onto the HS. Therefore it must be noticed that from the thermal point of
view this mounting configuration is the most efficient one.

6. THEORETICAL RESULTSAND D1SCUSSION

The obtained expressions allow us to estimate the therma! consequences of changes in the
heterostructure parameters. Figure 2 shows the thermal resistance calculated along the
active zone ofthe device whose parameters are listed in Table I. The thermal conductivities
of AIGaAs were calculated as indicated in Ref. [251 and the values for the contact metals
and metal alloys are found in Ref. [291. For the p-side dowu configuration we achieved a
mean thermal resistan ce (R) of 1 K/W, while for the p-side up configuration this value is
15 K/W. The value of (R) was obtained by integrating Eq. (11); this leads to

( 1 ]1 f3"o 2 ~ f31,n ' (knA)
R) = A _,; R¡(:r,O)d.T = QLA + QLA2 L.TSlll -2- .

2 n=1 n

(23)
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For the operation parameters listed in Table 1, the temperature increase in the active
zone is 1 K and 13 K, respectively. In the p-up montage configuration the heat flux
generated in the active zone must propagate through the substrate, i. e., through a larger
distance in order to reach the heat sink. Due to the thermal conductivity and thickness of
the substrate the device thermal resistance increases considerably. Thus, the p-down case
is desirable if one wants to avoid the device thermal breakdown 01' a fast degradation when
operated at high output power conditions. This, in turn depends on the power supplied to
the diode and its conversion efficiency.This is important, since in this welding configuration
the thermal resistance of the diode is lowered and hence the raise of the device temperature
is less than in the other case. Then, one expect that the device temperature dependent
characteristics will behave more stable during the device operation.
Since the diode is welded to the heat sink (in our case Cu), its thermal resistance must

be also considero The presence of several structure layers between the active zone and the
HS implies that the heat flux reaches the HS through an area greater than A . L (see
Fig. 1). The thermal resistance of a semiinfinite medium is given by [291

where ~ = L/S.If, S.1f is the effective area through which the heat reaches the HS and <7US
represents its thermal conductivity.
In order to estimate S.1fwe have made use of Eq. (11). The calculation was performed by

adding to the laser structure a Cu slab of the same surface area of the device and 1 mm
thick. This procedure leads to the mean thermal resistance (R)US+lase.. The difference
(R)US+I•••, - (R) is the thermal resistan ce A(R) of the added Cu slab. Next, the whole
system (laser plus HS) is supposed to be a Cu block with the same heat source as in the
laser. The thermal resislance of Ihis Cu block is calculated as a function of the stripe
width A. The value of A for which the thermal resistance equals A(R) determines the
parameter S.1f needed lo calculate (R)us by means of Eq. (10).
For the p-down configuration (see Fig. 2) we get for the LD mean thermal resistance

(R) a value of 1 K/W amI for (R)US+Ia.m3 K/W, while for the p-up configuration these
values are 2 K/W and 15 K/W respectively. From the aboye results one can see that the
consideration of the HS in this analyses is more important for the p-side down configurd-
tion.
Now, we will investigate the inf1uence on the thermal resistance of other laser param-

eters such as: the cavity length, the laser width, the Al content in the active layer and
the thickness of the metal bond layer. One can observe from Eq. (23) that the thermal
resistance is inversely proportional to the cavity length L. So, one can expect a reduction
by a factor of two, if L is twice longer. It must be pointed out, that the optimal condition
for t!le device will not be obtained by simply enlarging the cavity length. Indeed, one have
to take into account other laser parameters which depend on L also, for instance and the
threshold current density [81 and the conversion efficiency [27].
\Ve have estimated thc illflucncc of thc diodc lascr width non R and it was found that

there is not any appreciably change in lhe value of R. On lhe olher hand, an increase in
lhe slripe widlh A will reduce considerably the value of R as can be seen in Fig. 3. Here
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FIGURE 3. Active regian mean thermal resistance vs. stripe width foe the lasee structure described
in Table 1.

again, as was mcntioncd whcn wc analyzcd thc R(L) dcpcndcncc, othcr lascr charactcristics
dcpendcnt on A IIlnst bc takcn into acconnt for dcvicc optimization purposcs.
The in!lucnce on R of thc Al contcnt in thc activc rcgion was also invcstigatcd. We did

not find in our analyscs any appreciablc variation of R as a fnnction of the Al content x
in the active rcgion. On thc other hand, whcn onc considers the metal bond layer (in our
case In), it was found that R varies from 1 K/W to 2 K/W as its thickncss changes from
1 to 10 Jlm.

7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Many methods have been devcloped to IIlcasnre the thcrmal rcsistancc of LO's [1,15,29-
39]. They are mainly based in llleasuring any temperaturc dcpendent device parameter
in continuous (cw) and pulscd operation. Thc parallleters commonly measured are the
threshold current density J'h, [15,30], thc elllission wavelength 115,29,31], the jnnction
voltage drop Vo [15] or the emission power 115,30]. Decause the temperature in the active
zone increases by continuous operation of the laser, which not occurs by opcration in low
duty cycle pulsed regime, it is possible to estimatc R measnring the shift of one of the
aboye mcntioned paramctcrs when the opcration rcgime is changed from pnlsed to cw or
from low duty cycle to high dnty cyclc. In this work R was 1II,'asurcd frolll thc shift of
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J,h• The relationship between the J1I1 values in both regimes is given by [lO]

(25)

where t::J.T is the temperature increase in the active zone and To is the characteristic
temperature of the device. Taken into account the thermal resistance definition, its value
can be calculated from

To In (f='-)R - thp

- I.hcw (Vo + R,l,hcw), (26)

where n. is the series electricaI resistance of the device and I.h represents the threshold
current. The value ofTo was determined as described in !lefs. [10,27), Its value was 125 K
for one device of the structure described in Table 1, for which L = 264 1,m. The other
parameters which enter in Eq. (26) are: I'h cw= 560 mA, I.h p = 440 mA, Vo = 1.6 V and
n. = 2 n. The thermal resistance measured value was (20:!: 1) K/W, which agrees quite
weH with our theoretical predictions in the range of the experimental accuracy. It must be
noticed, that the devices for our measurements were LO's chips fixed mechanicaHy onto
the copper HS's. The air layer between the HS and the chip can increase considerably R
dne to the low value of the air thermal conductivity. This fact was not taken into account
in calculations, and it could be responsiblc for differcnces between the experimental and
theoretical values of R,

8. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have analyzed the different mechanisms of heat extraction from the
volume of OH-SC-AlGaAs stripe geometry lasers. Examining the heat sources distribution
within the LO structure, the boundary conditions for the heat conduction equation were
justified, This equation was sol ved in order to obtain the thermal resistance of the device.
The achieved expressions aHowed us to estimate the t.hermal consequences of changes
in the heterostructure parameters, The t.hermal resist.ance of the device was calculated
for a gi,'en laser structure and Íl.s dependence on different parameters was discnssed. Onr
analyses have demonstrated that from the t.hermal point ofview, the p-side down mounting
configuration of t.he device is the 1Il0St.efficient. In this case the influence of the HS
thermal resistance must. be considered for theoretical and practical purposes. The thermal
resistance of the same laser st.ructure used in our 1Il0del was measnred combining the
temperature dependence of the threshold current in pulsed and cw operation regimes. Our
preliminary experimental results agree quite weH with those predicted by our theoretical
model. The low t.hermal resist.ance ,'alue measured here, demonstrat.es t.hat the LT LPE
technique is a suit.able one lo perform laser structures with high thermal stability. Even
t.hough, t.he applied theorelical model is not. the most rigorons, it is helpfnl for a good
understanding of the thermal processes that take place in the LO and it reproduces quite
weH the experimentaHy obtained reslllts,
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